A MULTITUDE OF POSSIBILITIES

No matter where you work or how you work, Priority supports you in extensive ways. Wall-mounted, overhead cabinets with writable glass fronts provide storage and function to your workspace. Wall-supported panels available in a variety of options, including a tackable surface and an accessory rail, allow you to hang needed files and personal items. Complete the solution with a simple pedestal height-adjustable desk that supports modern day work environments.

Also shown:
- Task Chair: Helio
- Ottomans: Joelle
The workspace needs options and Priority offers plenty of them. Integrate low storage with a height-adjustable worksurface extension for even greater flexibility. Wall-mounted tiles of magnetic markerboard, glass, tackable fabric and cubby storage provide choices for vertical space. The beauty is, multiple options are available to support any type of work style.

Also shown

Task Chairs: 
Joya
/  
Ottomans: 
Joelle
/  
Table: 
fiXt
MODERN MEETS EXECUTIVE

With Priority height-adjust, you can rise (or lower) to the occasion. Now the private office can have the same flexibility and function with a modern-day aesthetic, bringing a timeless appeal to the executive space.
DESIGNED FOR CHANGE
Change happens, and not always according to plan. That’s why Priority provides what a workplace needs: the ability to reconfigure, rescale, and re-adapt to suit virtually any situation. With plenty of storage options, Priority is designed not only for the task at hand, but for the continuity of an entire organization.

ONE FUNCTION WITH MANY FORMS
Within the same design vocabulary, Priority offers the option of a flush-mount top or one that floats for a lighter look. Both styles can be integrated—separately or together—within a single environment. Incorporate mobile storage, work tools and easy access to power and data for a complete workspace solution.

A HARD-WORKING ENVIRONMENT
People work hard enough—so Priority makes the application work for them. Endless configurations make this possible, utilizing multiple components that support efficiency and practicality.

INFINITELY FLEXIBLE
What you see is just the beginning. Priority can be a desk, shared workspace, or collaborative area. A multitude of styles and options offers more than a place to work—it offers a place to work your way.
MAXIMIZE SPACE
Configured to maximize wall space and integrate seamlessly with storage and Perks’ work tools. Storage includes a space for just about anything — wardrobe included.

DOUBLE HEIGHT
A classic configuration that maximizes space and provides ample storage. Cushion top storage creates the perfect place for a quick conversation.

LIGHT, LOW, AND LAYERED
Table support offers a look that’s lighter in scale. Easy-to-access cubby storage adds a stylish character.

COMMUNITY POINT
Featuring spacious storage and tackboards with an integrated tool bar, Priority provides plenty of space for individual work or collaborative meeting points.
SIT OR STAND
You pick the way you want to work. Seated at a desk or standing at a height-adjustable surface. Lighter in scale with plenty of closed storage options.

INDEPENDENT STYLE
Writable overhead doors along with paper storage below compose the backdrop of this work environment—complete with a height-adjustable freestanding desk.

SURROUND YOURSELF
What every worker needs—plenty of storage and surface space to spread out.

ALL IN ONE
Sliding overhead door allows easy access while the bookcase adds plenty of display options.
OPTIONS & DETAILS

PULLS

- Aero
- Arc
- Deco
- Diona
- Helix
- Linear
- Link
- Niche
- Span
- Studio
- Trinity
- Wrap

RIM PROFILES

- Knife
- Reed
- Softened Vinyl
- Softened Wood

SURFACE STYLES

- Flush Surface
- Floating Surface

Please reference the price list for complete offering.

METAL WORK TOOLS
For use with wall panels with accessory rail

- Name Plate
- Phone/Ear Bud Holder
- Start Sorter
- Vertical Sorter
- Paper Tray
- Personal Shelf
- Phone Shelf
- Dry-Erase Markerboard with Tray
- Utility Cup
- 8x10 Picture Frame
- 5x7 Picture Frame

DETAILS

- Inline Height-Adjust Desk
- Facet Height-Adjust Desk
- Facet Extension Height-Adjust Desk
- Breakfront Height-Adjust Desk
- Height-Adjustable Leg
  Available in Single and Dual Stages

- Glass Door
- Writable Glass Door
- Sliding Door
- Technology Modesty Panel
- Programmable Height Adjust